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Parent Community Engagement and Involvement Advisory Council  

Meeting Notes: January 13, 2013 

Federation for Children with Special Needs 

Schrafft Center 529 Main Street Suite 1102 Boston, MA 02129 

 

In attendance: Evelyn Bouley, Clay Connor, Mal Hughes, Kim Hunt, Kathleen Jones, Brian 

Middleton-Cox, Peggie O’Hare, Stuart Peskin, Kathy Rodriguez, (ESE Liaison), Michelle Sylvaria. 

Guests:  ML Nicols, Liane  

Absent: Kimberly Artez, Kristine Coffey-Donahue, Abigail Hanscom, Jo-Anne McCormick, Kathleen 

Meagher, Patricia Gorham. 

Proceedings:  

   

Meeting called to order at 10:40 am by chair, Peggie O’Hare, asking members to share updates: 
 

Questions raised during introductions/updates: 

 How do you know that a principal or superintendent is participating in family engagement? 

What is the hard copy evidence they can show as they are required? 

 Safety procedures and updates to systems put parents’ minds at ease. Are the schools really the 

safest place for children? How can we guarantee this to parents and the community? (Inviting 

families into the school to show them safety procedures.) 

 At DESE there is a focus on “delivery” of services – identifying distinct results in student 

achievement, monitoring implementation of goals and analysis, using data and technology to 

edit curriculum instruction. Where does family & community fit in this focus?  

 “The Parent Backpack” written by ML Nicols will be published on July 23
rd

 .  This book is 

intended to help parents and families understand how to navigate schools, what their role is in 

the classroom, how to guide and supervise homework effectively.  A comprehensive list of 

resources will be posted on ML’s revamped website. 

 Peggie is interested in repackaging resources for a family & community engagement for use by 

the Federation.  The Federation is partnering with DESE and other agencies on a new 

professional development grant.  The Federation’s role will be helping districts think about 

outreach to families of different cultures. 

 Several people asked what will happen to the Mass PIRC website. Nationally, the work of the 

PIRCs has moved over to their sponsoring agencies and frequently they put a link on their old 

website to the new one. 

 Title 1 Dissemination Project Conference coming up on March 4
th

 – current number of 

presentations @ 35. Everyone on committee invited to pre-register and attend for free. No cost 

for parents or members of school to attend. 

 School safety is a hot issue, creating concerns in family environment. One member noted that 

representatives from US Army pointed out that locked doors cannot keep someone out if 

windows are on the first floor. Should teachers have the key to their classrooms? Once an 

intruder is in the school, new procedures need to occur. Students must be widely dispersed with 

distinct evacuation plans for each individual. Train them on how to escape with/without adults. 

Students should not evacuate in mass numbers, as it creates a target for attacker. Be aware of 

“choke points” such as crossing streets. Adults need to be posted at the front of school, in 

hallway. In some cases, these individuals are isolated. (they need a way to contact the rest of 

the school should an emergency arise.) 
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Communicating about strategies with parents is tricky because safety procedures need to be 

protected from general population, including attackers. Perhaps retired correction officers or 

retired military personnel could help. 

 Parents need something meaningful to get involved in at school, not just “handing out candy at 

the candy drive.”  

 

Kathy Rodriquez reported on the work ESE is doing to define family and community engagement: 

 ESE senior leadership is reviewing the working definition of family engagement based upon 

the tenth Condition of School Effectiveness (Family-School Engagement).  Copies of the 

section of the Self-Assessment tool for districts dealing with Condition 10 was distributed to 

members.   

 Included in this family engagement definition are the three conditions acknowledged by the 

federal Working Group on Family, School and Community Engagement:  Family engagement 

is a shared responsibility between parents and schools, it is applicable across the ages in a 

child’s educational lifetime, and it needs occur in all settings where children learn. 

 ESE has separated the definition of family engagement from community engagement.  

Community engagement will be defined next by ESE. 

 

Kathy and Peggie reported on the status of the crosswalk between the Fundamentals and ESE Teacher 

Evaluation System Model. 

 Kathy distributed the draft of a possible format to use in presenting this crosswalk. 

 Key points need to be mentioned so that the crosswalk is more easily understood.  This 

includes:  

o Teacher Evaluation Rubrics have four rankings and the Fundamentals have three levels 

of implementation 

o The teacher evaluation has an unsatisfactory level for needed improvements to be made.  

o Fundamentals are meant to guide, not evaluate ; to increase engagement, not assess. 

o “Word is spreading” about the importance of family & community engagement. Many 

initiatives and funding streams from both state and federal DOE’s include family & 

community engagement components. 

 

National PTA took a leadership role to encourage stronger language for family & community 

engagement, encourages this as a part of reauthorization of ESEA.  This includes having a 

department/designated person in DOEs responsible for family &community engagement (not just Title 

1) 

 PCEI members reported using the Fundamentals in meaningful ways in their schools and 

communities.  A suggestion was made to add a help line or feedback point on the document 

itself for people who are beginning to use the Fundamentals. 

 

o Who would be the “user” of crosswalk between the Fundamentals and the Teacher Model 

Evaluation System? 

- Principal who needs to demonstrate evidence 

- Superintendent compiling evidence for district’s involvement 

- Anyone defining concrete steps toward progress 

- Gathering evidence for school committee meetings 

- School councils as part of evaluations 

- Writing grants for schools 

- Setting teacher expectations for new year 

- Creating a formal parent volunteer program 
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o “What is an effective school?” One with a vibrant, alive family engagement program. 

“What would that look like?” 

 

One member suggested that we reorganize the Fundamentals document to create a friendlier, more 

accessible format. 

o Check-list an ancillary document, to be used with original guide 

o Can we put this on the web as a dynamic and user friendly page? 

 

Desired outcomes of this year’s PCEI work: 

The charge from our commissioner and the board is to talk about the roles that families play in 

partnership with schools. The Board want us to consider how those roles are in early childhood, how 

they evolve at the elementary level and how they appear in middle and high school. In thinking about 

outcomes, Peggie developed three in conversation with Kathy. 

 Demonstrate the value of family roles (importance of family engagement) 

 Help schools enhance their own family & community practice  

 Promote the Fundamentals to get them integrated into existing systems/assessments 

 Discussion focused on: 

 In light of the security and safety issues, are there increased barriers to family involvement? 

Parents feel shut out of the system although they know personnel, their access to schools 

could be hindered in the near future as reflections of recent events. 

 Families do not have to physically step into the classroom in order to be engaged in 

outreach, neutral meeting places. Engagement is not just getting parents physically into the 

building, it involves work done at home. How can schools support what goes on at home? 

Many parents don’t know how to help their children at home with homework, school 

events, activities. 

 Social skills taught at the primary levels, this subject is desperately needed. Would we have 

to put as much effort into social skills vs academic if support was improved at home? 

Parenting as product development (activities) vs parenting as support system, social skills. 

 How should school curriculum change to reflect how parenting is changing? 

 Schools have responsibility for social/emotional outcomes in addition to academic 

outcomes. 

 Concern were expressed that kids in high school are unable to speak to mentors, dress 

appropriately for work-place internships, finance advice. 

 Can technology help/hinder this process? Balance tech with human interaction.The average 

child now spends anywhere between 4.5-6 hours per day on technology, not interacting 

with human being. Much of what they’re interacting with is not socially acceptable. How 

many families still sit down for dinner with families for extended period of time? 

 How can we consider those parents who are working several jobs? Statements were made 

that it’s the quality of the activities / time spent with children, not quantity. How can 

parents develop social skills and confidence within the home, as opposed to extracurricular 

and school-related events? 

 Package resources for in-home instructions as “social emotional skills” as opposed to 

“parenting tips.” This may be insulting/problematic to families and will not encourage 

school-parent relationship. 

 “Parents don’t want to be educated. They want a direct benefit for their children.” Frame 

seminars as “how to get your kids organized” rather than “how to organize your kids.” 

 Should we include developmental stages as part of the information construct? 

  Developmental stages do not necessarily reflect age or actual grade level. 
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  How do we assess children as socially developed? 

  Parents may not understand where their children “should” be. 

 

Discussion on the how early childhood programs support engagement and family roles: 

 Open circle program – nice set-up but parent component is not effective. 

 Strengthening Families (www.strengtheningfamilies.org)  

 Developed by organization devoted to preventing child abuse 

 Has a different tone because of its origins 

 Focuses on: 

 Parental resilience 

 Social connections in community 

 Concrete support in times of need 

 Knowledge of parenting and child development 

 Social and emotional competence of children 

 Family Engagement is the backbone to Head Start programs 

 Families have changed, working outside of the home more.  Therefore, part-day 

programs don’t help working parents. 

 Parents are less available to “show up” for events 

 Head Start reports to federal government funders “specifically how parents are 

involved.” Can quarterly reports like this translate to other programs? 

 Headstart reading program: 

 Start out as parent-child 

 Segue into parent-teacher, parent to parent relationships 

 Goal: add three new books to each family’s library per year, along with 

instructions on how to read to a child, spark conversation with children 

 Similar to looking at each child individually, we must look at families as 

individuals 

 Headstart offers parenting class (trust funds, discipline, etc) 

 Parenting class disguised as art, therapist in-house with visiting 

artist/instructor 

 Requires the engagement of fathers, if possible 

 Social workers typically ask for the mother when making house-calls – why? 

 Home Depot makes visits to teach, Dad-only Superbowl party with pre-

meeting 

 Soccer/sports programs with father-child, counselor always present, 

informally. 

 “It’s not just dropping your kids off at activities, it’s staying to watch and 

hear feedback. 

We tend to look at family engagement only in terms of outcomes for the child. Some possible 

examples of outcomes for the family: 

 Home backpack – homework assignments gear to parent desires 

In addition to regular work, teachers assign special pieces to child whose 

parents have particular concerns – spelling, analytical math problems. 

 Family engaged in home 

 School goes out to meet family 

 Family eventually gets involved in school 

 

http://www.strengtheningfamilies.org/
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Concern was expressed about the extreme side of this conversation involves students who are kept out 

of schooling entirely by families (often immigrants in the US illegally). Children who grow up in this 

environment have no contact with educators or state services.  

 Whose job is it to identify and approach this youth population? 

 Families signing up for English as second-language lessons on first-name basis, providing 

loophole for illegal immigrant families. This defines public libraries and churches as places to 

distribute information about education. The school is not a neutral environment for this 

population. 

 How you provide a chance for parents to meet together with peers? What does that setting look 

like? How effective have your sessions been? How can you market these events to different 

groups of parents? 

 Offer alternative plans – present “ways to be creative” for parents who feel alien to the services 

offered, families with disabilities, families receiving social services, families from non-English 

speaking homes 

 Plans meant to be implemented in small, daily increments – results in mind include 

strengthened family units, optimal child development (both socially and academic), reduced 

incidents of child abuse and neglect (**friction between early intervention and public schools) 

 

In the future: how can these programs mesh into and inform public school systems? Programs exist in 

places like family childcare providers’ homes that might aid development in the public sphere. 

 

Is the “child find” system working well enough? 

 Dependent on a good pediatrician and schools cannot guarantee this 

 Parents need to be aware of available services 

 Schools want students to start earlier in order to determine which services are needed 

 Not what we “ought to” provide, not what we “can” provide, but what we “will” provide 

 Teachers need to be trained in specific areas with families, this takes time 

Public schools have fiscal restraints that may limit the amount of special services offerred 

 IEP process is separate from the placement process 

 Some schools have “in house” meetings before IEP meetings, such as special ed 

teacher and psychologist discussing decisions without parent present. 

 Decisions may not be made without IEPs and placement without parent present 

 

Next steps for PCEI Advisory Council: 

 

 Attempt to make conference calls and further conversations before next meeting in April. 

 Try to meet at the Title I Conference informally in March. 

 Peggie and Kathy to work on a construct for family roles report. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 1:50 pm 

 

Submitted by, 

 

Emily Gaudette and Peggie O’Hare 

  


